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TRADE KITCHEN COLLECTION
Trusted quality, at trade prices.

53 DOORS FROM STOCK
Our trade range boasts an impressive 53 doors in the best selling designs and on-trend colours found in the UK kitchen
market. From trending indigo to the mainstays of white and light grey, our Trade Kitchen range has all your needs covered.

OUTSTANDING

QUALITY
Painted ﬁnishes
Real timber options
18-22mm door thickness

HADDINGTON WHITE

FIRA Gold certiﬁcation
LOCKLEY INDIGO

QUALITY CABINETS

18mm back panel
on base units for
added strength.

5 COLOURS FROM STOCK!
Take the stress out
of planning by letting
us do it for you.

100mm cross rail
for added stability
& rigidity.

2mm PVC leading
edging for high
impact resistance.
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D
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18mm MFC high
quality materials.

Adjustable feet
with clip-on plinth.

SUPP
LIED
RIGID

PTO

PAINT
TO ORDER
AVAILABLE

For an even wider colour spectrum, our
PTO service has 28 options plus colour
match that means you really can have

1/

WHITE

LIGHT GREY

IVORY

OAK

DUST GREY

any colour you want!
FIND OUT MORE ON PAGE 10

ROSEBURY PTO AMAZON GREEN
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OUR TRADE KITCHENS
Welcome to our trade kitchen range and the 2 most popular kitchens currently on-trend; Heath and Lockley. Both are available in gloss and
matt painted ﬁnishes, and whether you prefer the modern handleless lines of Lockley, or the decorative Half Moon Bar handles in Heath,
both create a welcoming heart to any home.

HEATH
18mm Painted Slab

Heath offers modern simplicity, easy maintenance and stunning quality.
Each door has a colour co-ordinating matched reverse to the front face, as standard.

PTO

LOCKLEY
22mm Painted J Pull

Lockley combines minimalist lines with it’s J pull door and quality comes as
standard with it’s 22mm thickness and painted ﬁnish.

LIGHT GREY GLOSS

Available in 6 Gloss & 6 Matt Colours:

DUST GREY MATT

Available in 6 Gloss & 7 Matt Colours:

WHITE Gloss & Matt

LIGHT GREY Gloss & Matt

ANTHRACITE Gloss & Matt

WHITE Gloss & Matt

LIGHT GREY Gloss & Matt

INDIGO Matt

IVORY Gloss

DUST GREY Gloss & Matt

INDIGO Matt

IVORY Gloss

DUST GREY Gloss & Matt

FIR GREEN Matt

CASHMERE Gloss & Matt

ANTHRACITE Gloss & Matt

CASHMERE Gloss & Matt

PTO

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens
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OUR TRADE KITCHENS
Modern shaker kitchens add a country feel to any size kitchen, whether a clean white throughout or a two tone mix of complementary
colours. The options of Burford, with it’s reduced frame width to 88mm, and Leith, a narrower 60mm, will add style and warmth making the
most of every space.

BURFORD
18mm Painted 1 Piece Shaker

Burford has a tactile matt painted ﬁnish and 6 colour options can add a touch of class,
especially when warm and bright tones are combined for an elegant look.

LEITH
18mm Vinyl Wrapped 5 Piece Shaker

Perfect for new build projects and maximising space, Leith’s narrow
60mm frame shaker creates a traditional yet modern twist in any kitchen.

LIGHT GREY & ANTHRACITE

Available in 6 Colours:

WHITE

Available in 4 Colours:

WHITE

LIGHT GREY

ANTHRACITE

WHITE

DUST GREY

IVORY

DUST GREY

INDIGO

LIGHT GREY

INDIGO

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens
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OUR TRADE KITCHENS
If you’re looking for a traditional kitchen then look no further than the Haddington and Walbury. The Walbury offers genuine timber, while
Haddington has a woodgrain effect, and both, as seen here, create stunning looking kitchens in Fir Green and Indigo.

HADDINGTON
22mm Foil Wrapped 5 Piece Shaker

Create the impression of timber with Haddington and it’s realistic
woodgrain effect, available in 10 striking colour options.

PTO

WALBURY
20mm Painted 5 Piece Timber Shaker

Timber doors, synonymous with quality, give a country feel and our
Walbury range is more than just a kitchen, it’s a place where people
make memories.

FIR GREEN

Available in 10 Colours:

PTO

INDIGO

Available in 7 Colours:

WHITE

SAGE GREEN

ANTHRACITE

WHITE

LIGHT GREY

INDIGO

IVORY

LIGHT GREY

INDIGO

IVORY

DUST GREY

FIR GREEN

MUSSEL

DUST GREY

FIR GREEN

OAK

CASHMERE

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens
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OUR TRADE KITCHENS
If your taste is both traditional and contemporary, then Rosebury is the perfect choice for you. The beauty of natural timber meets contemporary painted colours with a narrow frame to create a kitchen for all ages.

ROSEBURY
20mm Painted 5 Piece Timber Shaker

Rosebury, with a 60mm narrow frame, puts a contemporary twist on
traditional timber, highlighted and set off by a painted feature wall
and light worktops.

PAINT TO ORDER

PTO

Haddington Chalkstone

Rosebury Denim

Heath Fir Green

Lockley Dusky Pink

We have a comprehensive
palette of 28 colours
available in paint to order.
Have a look out for this
symbol when browsing
for ranges available in
paint to order.

Walbury White

COLOUR PALETTE:

IVORY

SUPER WHITE

WHITE

WHITE GREY

PORCELAIN

CASHMERE

DUSKY PINK

CHALKSTONE

MUSSEL

DAKAR

TAUPE GREY

PEBBLE GREY

STONE GREY

LIGHT GREY

SILVER GREY

DUST GREY

ONYX GREY

LAVA

ANTHRACITE

SAGE GREEN

FRENCH GREY

FJORD

DENIM

SMOKE BLUE

MIDNIGHT BLUE

AMAZON GREEN

SAPPHIRE BLUE

INDIGO

FIR GREEN

Available in 4 Colours:
IVORY

DUST GREY

LIGHT GREY

INDIGO

BESPOKE

COLOUR MATCH
9/

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens

Ask in branch about our
bespoke colour matching
service, available in all
paint to order ranges!

HEATH
PAINTED IN
BUILDBASE
RED!
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TAPS
Our taps are available in both single and twin lever
designs for minimalist lines and practical use. Ask us
about the latest on-trend colour options.

EXTENSIVE HANDLE COLLECTION
From simple chrome bar handles to ornate traditional designs in brushed brass, our handle collection offers design, colour and multiple
price points. Use them to complement or contrast with your door colour choice to add those ﬁnishing touches.

Co-ordinate taps &
handles to complete
the look.

Chrome

Stainless
Steel

Matt
Black

Brushed
Nickel

Brushed
Brass

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens
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SINKS
Our sinks offer a choice of ﬁnish, colour and
design depending on your worktop choice.
Single bowls offer more washing space and
simple lines while one and a half bowl designs
have added practicality.

STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
Improve the accessibility of your kitchen with smart
storage solutions that make hard to reach items a
thing of the past, and maximise every space.

LIGHTING
Utilise lighting for both ambience and
atmosphere to set off your kitchen and
complement the natural light.

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens
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TRADE KITCHEN COLLECTION
Trusted quality, at trade prices.

buildbase.co.uk

05BB16PG

buildbase.co.uk/trade-kitchens
* Kitchens supplied in 72 hours will be stocked doors and semi assembled cabinets.
Kitchens with stocked doors and rigid cabinets will be supplied from 5 days.
PTO kitchens are subject to an increased lead time, please enquire in branch.

